
The skeleton, after a peak of bone mass in early
youth, shows an unavoidable and unrelenting decrease
in bone mineral density (BMD), which progressively
contributes to the “frailty” concept so frequent in the
elderly. In particular, after the peak of bone mass in
our 20s, we physiologically lose 0.5% to 1% of BMD
for each year of age (1).

The amount of peak of bone mass is, of course,
the principal factor that determines whether a patient
will develop osteopenia and/or osteoporosis and
when.

The peak of bone mass is mainly defined by ge-
netic factors, while external factors (e.g., viruses or
drugs) contribute only 20% to 25%.

Therefore, an increase in life expectancy, con-
tracted HIV infections in the elderly, comorbidity, and

a discrepancy between real and biological age make
BMD loss an unavoidable phenomenon in each pa-
tient, regardless of the regimen we use (2).

Consequently, many authors have performed
studies to investigate BMD loss in HIV-infected pa-
tients, trying to distinguish and balance the different
roles of the virus and the therapy (3).

As of today, many published studies confirm how
HIV by itself can cause loss of BMD; HIV is the prin-
cipal problem for the bone structure and the bone me-
tabolism. HIV patients have a loss of BMD caused in
primis by the virus, which increases the activity of the
osteoclast cell and decreases the function of the os-
teoblast line, therefore intervening in correct bone-re-
modeling unit work, promoting a loss of BMD, which
is amplified by age (4).
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In fact, compared with HIV-uninfected controls,
HIV-infected patients have 6.4-fold increased odds of
reduced BMD and 3.7-fold increased odds of osteo-
porosis (3).

The answer, however, seems to be simple: if the
virus is the problem for the bone, simply treat the
virus.

Unfortunately, SMART trials have demonstrated
that patients in the arm who discontinued HAART
showed a better performance in terms of BMD com-
pared with the group of patients in the arm who con-
tinued antiretrovirals (5). Other studies have further
confirmed the SMART data: patients who discontin-
ued therapy showed an unexpected restoring of BMD.

We can now accept that, unfortunately, HAART
effects are more harmful to the bone than the virus
damage is. Like the virus, antiretrovirals cause a loss of
BMD by increasing the activity of the osteoclast cell
and decreasing the function of the osteoblast line,
therefore intervening in the correct bone-remodeling
unit work. Patients who continue therapy show an in-
crease in bone turnover markers, both neoformation
and resorption (4).

Both HIV and antiretrovirals amplify the age ef-
fect on BMD; therefore, because HAART benefits, in
general terms, clearly exceed HAART damage, the
bone problem is unavoidable (6, 7).

In a patient with HIV infection, especially if the
patient is on antiretroviral therapy, the skeleton bio-
logical age exceeds the patient’s real age. Consequent-
ly, numerous published studies now intend to demon-
strate which drug or regimen is the least dangerous for
the bone to help design a friendly strategy. SMART
data show a partial reversion in BMD loss, so there is
great interest even in switch studies in patients with
bone abnormalities.

Among N(n)RTIs, the effect of tenofovir (TDF)
on BMD seems to exceed the effect of other anti-
retrovirals. Apparently, the skeleton of patients on
TDF therapy is growing older faster than the skeleton
of patients not on TDF. The skeleton of patients on
TDF therapy shows an older biological age compared
with patients not on TDF (8).

The scenario is more intricate and subtle if we
analyze all the studies published on this interesting
subject, because we can find studies like A5224s (9) or

Assert (10), which confirm this observation, and oth-
er studies, like GS903E (11,12), which doubt the con-
clusions and/or minimize the implications (e.g., just a
slight decrease in BMD that remains stable during
follow-up).

This disagreement exists because there are a
number of biases in all these studies that, unfortunate-
ly, compromise the conclusions.

All the studies on BMD are based on a DXA
scan, and BMD is expressed as percentage loss, but in
the same analyses are men and women, different
BMIs, different ages, different times of HIV infection
before entering the trial, resulting in different biolog-
ical ages, and especially different baseline BMD. The
mixture of all these parameters affects the final data: a
38-year-old man shows a different decrease in BMD
compared with a postmenopausal woman, as does a
man weighing 85 kg compared with a woman weigh-
ing 45 kg, or a patient with a longtime vs. a new HIV
infection.

All these biases together create a pool that is not
homogeneous, having many variables, which compli-
cates the correct interpretation of the results, especial-
ly in comparative studies between two pools. Baseline
BMD is, absolutely, more important than viral or
HAART damage. A patient with a high BMD rarely
will suffer an osteoporotic fracture even if the patient
is in therapy with an osteotoxic regimen, but a patient
with a low BMD risks an osteoporotic fracture even if
in therapy with a friendly regimen.

BMD in the studies is expressed as percentage
loss during the follow-up, and not as the variation of
absolute values of BMD: this feature may be deceptive
regarding the real loss of BMD. A patient with a high
baseline BMD may have a higher absolute loss but a
lower percentage loss compared with a patient with a
low baseline BMD, who will have a lower absolute
loss but a higher percentage loss. A discussion based
only on percentage data, and not on absolute data,
may generate incomplete conclusions.

The variations in BMD are generally expressed as
percentage loss because a single patient must be his or
her own control to monitor the course of his or her
own BMD in follow-up, without being compared
with different heterogeneous groups. Such a concept
of “population BMD” does not exist.
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Another bias is the approximate use, when defin-
ing BMD loss, of T-score (standard deviations com-
pared with the peak of bone mass), which is valid on-
ly for menopausal women and for men over 50 years
old. In all other circumstances, we have to use a Z-
score (a T-score corrected for sex and age). Unfortu-
nately, many studies continue to use a T-score even in
non-menopausal women and in men younger than 50.
This is a methodological mistake and does not pro-
mote understanding on whether or not the conclu-
sions are likely.

Finally, another bias is the use of a different DXA
machine to determine BMD.There are essentially two
kinds of DXA machines: Lunar and Hologic.The dif-
ference in terms of BMD expression between the two
machines is very wide (lower for Lunar, higher for
Hologic), similar to what the FRAX algorithm (which
is free online), used to estimate the fracture risk, shows
at 10 years. BMD may seem normal or decreased if we
use the two options without specifying which ma-
chine, mixing together Lunar and Hologic, omitting a
specific phantom to continually calibrate the machine
in multicenter studies.

BMD, as mentioned, is useful when a single pa-
tient is his or her own control to monitor the course of
the patient’s own BMD, and we can respect the results
by using only the same kind of machine in all that pa-
tient’s determinations. Of course, a trial with a Ho-
logic machine will have numerically better DXA re-
sults compared with a study performed using a Lunar
machine; therefore, we cannot put together in the
same analyses Hologic and Lunar DXA. All the cen-
ters participating in a multicenter study must use ei-
ther a Hologic or a Lunar DXA machine, and/or a
phantom is needed to continually calibrate all the ma-
chines during the entire study.

Almost none of the studies in the Materials and
Methods chapter explain these issues.

Because of these biases, we can assert that pa-
tients in therapy with TDF present an increase in
bone turnover that is higher than for other regimens,
but we cannot define with precision the exact amount
of this phenomenon. Prospective studies with a longer
follow-up and without all these biases are urgently
needed.
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